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TRADITIONAL CLASS
First year Introduction to electronics engineering
Conceptually challenging
~150 students
2 lecturers (analog & digital) 
6 weeks each
1 2hr face-to-face tutorial
1 lab/week
2-3 lab demonstrators
“In each academic discipline, 
there exist special concepts
-threshold concepts-
that once grasped, reveal new 
and previously inaccessible ways 
of thinking about a subject”.  
(Meyer & Land, 2003)
THRESHOLD CONCEPT THEORY
TC ARE:
TRANSFORMATIVE: we are (become) what we know
TC ARE:
IRREVERSIBLE: difficult to unlearn
(learners cannot return to previous view of the world)
INTEGRATIVE: cohere key aspects of the subject
TC ARE:
(reveal hidden inter-relatedness & connections 
between apparently disparate information)
Thevenin’s
theorem 
Dynamic 
Resistance
BUT…
TC ARE:
BOUNDED: delineate a particular conceptual space
( serving a specific and limited purpose) 
Water canoe area wilderness
AND…
TROUBLESOME! counter-intuitive, difficult to learn, 
TC ARE:
STUDENTS GET STUCK!
How can lecturers help students to 
MASTERING TCS
FROM BEING STUCK…
TO
2012: DE-CLUTTER THE CURRICULUM

2013: E-TUTORIALS
SINCE SUMMER 2014…
FLIPPED CLASS
A move away from traditional teaching 
Move away from using class time for lecturing
Engage with new class material for the first time outside 
of class
Part/all of instruction through videos/other media
Class time is used for the harder work of assimilating and 
applying that knowledge
Class time becomes dynamic, interactive learning 
environment 
FLIPPED CLASS
In-class time is “re-purposed” for inquiry, application, and 
assessment 
Students gain responsibility for their learning 
(studying course material outside of class)
Instructors = facilitators of the learning process, guides 
students to apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject 
matter 
Goal = to cultivate deeper, richer active learning
Emphasis is on higher-order thinking skills and application to 
complex problems (through collaborative learning, case-based 
learning, peer instruction, problem-based learning, debates)
CYCLE 1: PREPARATIONS…
Looked at (what makes) good videos 
(e.g., coherence, redundancy, spatial & temporal contiguity)
Recorded or borrowed ~60 videos @ ~8 minutes each 
(3 months learning, planning, recording, watching YouTube)

CYCLE 2
Monitored student video 
watching
Lecturer 1 – Lightboard
based videos
Lecturer 2- Panopto
lecture videos
Continuous assessment
Revised problem solving 
questions
Example given
CYCLE 3
Revised problem solving questions
Monitored student video watching (stricter)
Lecturer 2 purpose-made videos 
THE CLASS
2015, Sem. A -> PARTIAL FLIP (3 weeks) lecturer-created 
videos;  + 
group problem solving activities 
2015, Sem. T -> FULLY FLIPPED  – 50% lecturer-created 
videos; + problem solving + 
continuous assessment
2016, Sem. A -> FULLY FLIPPED – 100% lecturer-created 
videos +, +
2016, Sem. T -> FULLY FLIPPED – 100% lecturer-created 
videos +, +
2017, Sem. A -> FULLY FLIPPED – 100% lecturer-created 
videos +, +
WHAT THE FLIPPED CLASS LOOKED LIKE
3/week x 50 min. lectures replaced by videos
Lecture slot allocated for group problem-solving activities
Labs = 3 hours; in-class mini-lectures
Continuous assessment; extra tutorials on demand


2016 A 2017 A
VIDEO VIEWING
WHAT HELPED LEARNING?
0 20 40 60 80 100
L1 videos
L2 videos
Problem solving…
Extra Tutes
Questions on…
In-class mini…
Ask expert
Partner disscussion
Watch live…
Trial and error
e-Tutes
Textbook
Percentage of students (%)
Not applicable
Useful
Undecided
Not useful
0 20 40 60 80 100
Easy access
Learning in  own time
Learning at  own pace
Videos provided a good overview
Easy to review ideas
Videos well targeted to students
Helped to learn key concepts
Percentage of students (%) 
VALUE OF VIDEOS? 
VALUE OF GROUP WORK?
0 50 100
Better understanding of concepts covered
in videos
Finding what I do and don’t understand
Explaining what I know/understand
Practicing team work skills
Learning how to apply the knowledge in
real life
Other
Percentage of students (%)
HOW HELPFUL CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT?
48%40%
7%
Very much
Somewhat
Not at all
12%
37%
20%
16%
15%
Strongly prefer
flipped
Prefer flipped
No preference
Prefer traditional
lectures
Strongly prefer
traditional lectures
FLIPPED VS TRADITIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT
PRE-FLIP POST-FLIP
LECTURERS’ REFLECTIONS
Students were more engaged and seemed to enjoy the 
paper more as a result of flipping.
Frequent tests were good – students had to 
keep up to date. 
Students need guidance on the order of lecturer 
purpose-made videos to watch (they seemed a bit 
overwhelmed by the number of video clips available). 
Problem solving worked well – students found some of it a 
bit challenging, but they help to complement the lectures.
VIDEOS: WHAT WE LEARNT
Expensive facilities/equipment are not required
Time and practice are important
Pre and post-production are important
IMPLICATIONS
CURRICULUM
Refine course content and structure
Ensure coherence of overall course design
Make incremental changes  
PEDAGOGY
Short, educationally good quality videos are 
essential
Variety of learning supports
Changing lecturer role
IMPLICATIONS
ASSESSMENT
Continuous assessment
STUDENT LEARNING
Changing student role 
Learning technical and non-technical skills
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
Interdisciplinary collaboration
Time and incentive for lecturers
THANK YOU

FLIPPED CLASS
- University of Queensland, 
http://www.uq.edu.au/teach/flipped-
classroom/what-is-fc.html
